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ABSTRACT
Coded wire tags have long been used to monitor fishery impacts on natural
stocks. However changes in fisheries management and the development of
alternative monitoring technologies have made it timely to conduct an
assessment of the performance of these different methods. We consequently
have developed a tool to help managers make choices among sampling
programs on a broad scale. This tool is based on a comparison of the precision
attained via different marking methods and can be used to make a comparison of
precision attainable for the same cost. We propose to populate the tool with
existing data by canvassing existing databases and developing necessary
precision statistics where possible. We further propose to conduct additional
research using multiple technologies simultaneously to provide information where
data gaps exist and to provide a broad geographical coverage. This proposal
complements the recent Findings and Recommendations of the Expert Panel,
convened by the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) to investigate, in part,
alternative technologies to enhance or replace the coded wire tag system for
monitoring fishery impacts on natural stocks.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Coded wire tags have been the mark method for monitoring fishery impacts to
natural stocks along the Pacific west coast for about thirty years. However,
increased fish management demands combined with new and advancing
technologies have made the exploration of different marking methods important.
In some instances management agencies have changed to a new mark method,
even though a comparison of the information provided by the new mark with the
CWT information has not been done. Ideally, the decision to change to a new
mark system should be guided by a scientific process. Consequently, the goal of
this study was to develop a research plan to compare the performance of
marking methods that may be used for fish management. These marking
methods include the CWT, genetic information, and otolith marks. Also important
to this research plan was the need to suggest ways to reduce identified
limitations of new mark methods and development of a priority list of salmon
species and stocks to evaluate.
We presented a research idea to appropriate managers and scientists and
discussed with them how to best implement an empirical study. As a result of
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these discussions, in this report we develop statistical methods to compare
marking methods, describe how to evaluate them empirically, and suggest a list
of species and stocks with which to implement this study.
As a result of developing this study design, we considered statements and
recommendations of CWT Expert Panel, developed statistical methods to
compare the relative value for one marking method against another, and
developed criteria for choosing species and stocks.
The statistical methods use a comparison of precision between two marks at a
time and derives a simple visual graph to help clarify where different marking
methods may be more advantageous. In addition to showing which mark best
achieves the objective for fish management of a particular stock, these methods
provide a quantitative and visual basis to help managers to choose between
broad scale sampling programs.
The following criteria were developed for choosing species and stocks:
1. Fish that will show up in the West Coast Vancouver Island (WCVI) fishery
and in a terminal fishery.
2. Stocks that are currently CWT-ed and ideally are PSC CWT indicator
stock groups.
3. Stocks that can be identified using genetic methods and preferably are
part of a coordinated laboratory database.
4. Stocks that have an alternate form of wild stock escapement estimation.
5. Stocks that can be genetically distinguished as hatchery or wild. For cases
where this goal cannot be met, we will rely on the otolith marks to
separate the hatchery and wild fish.
Based on these criteria, Chinook species are recommended over coho and the
following stocks (in alphabetical order) rated the highest:
1. George Adams Fall Chinook
2. Hoodsport Fall Chinook
3. Lower Fraser River Fall Chinook
4. Priest Rapids Hatchery/ Hanford Wild Fall Chinook
5. Samish Fall Chinook
6. Soos Creek Fall Chinook
Overall, this project went according to schedule with a few minor delays. This
project did not involve monitoring and evaluation and progress towards
completion was measured as follows:
1. Meetings and discussions with key biologists, managers, and scientists
2. Choosing criteria for key species and stocks
3. Evaluating ways to circumvent perceived problems with new mark
methods
4. Developing estimation and comparison methods
5. Writing the final report
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The benefit of this project is that we now have a mathematical framework for
comparing marking methods, identification of stocks where initial work could
begin, and a plan for conduction research to complement the information that
could be available from the initial work. Moreover, this project incorporates
recommendations of CWT Expert Panel. Additional steps include seeking funding
for this project and comparing the costs for marks. This proposal benefits
international, federal, tribal and state harvest managers and their clients because
it illuminates the advantages and trade-offs for each mark method. The next
steps for this project include seeking feedback from the international CWT
workgroup. We will also request funding from appropriate sources, such as the
Southern Fund and the Chinook Technical Committee.

INTRODUCTION
Fishery management of Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) species occurs
under strict allocation and conservation requirements. To meet those
requirements, exploitation rates on designated stocks are monitored through the
coded wire tag (CWT) system. CWTs are mainly applied to hatchery stocks and
are recovered by sampling landed catch, hatchery returns, and fish on spawning
grounds. Exploitation rates calculated from CWT recoveries are used to measure
fishery impacts and recruitment.
Because CWT’s are mainly applied to hatchery stocks, the indicator stock
assumption (ISA) must be made to monitor exploitation rates on natural stock.
The indicator stock assumption is that exploitation rates on natural stocks are the
same as on their indicator hatchery stocks. The necessity for the ISA as well as
other recent concerns with the viability of the CWT system have motivated the
Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) to look at alternative monitoring technologies
to augment or replace the CWT system. Developments in genetic (Small et al.,
1998; Shaklee et al., 1999; Beacham et al., 2001, 2002; Waples et al., 2004;
Anderson et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005) and otolith identification (Schroder et
al., 1995,1996; Volk et al., 1994, 1999) are expected to provide the Pacific
Salmon Commission additional means of monitoring fishery impacts on naturally
spawned stocks.
With a complete and updated baseline, genetic stock identification (GSI) has
promise to circumvent the need to make the ISA, i.e. genetic information allows
access to information on fishery exploitation on natural stocks directly, rather
than through an indicator hatchery stock. Beginning in the 1980’s, Washington
Department of Fisheries (now WDFW) began using allozyme markers to estimate
harvest composition for Chinook, chum, and pink salmon fisheries. In some
cases in the late 1980s, notably the winter gillnet fishery for Chinook salmon in
the mouth of the Columbia River, fishery opening and closing decisions were
made based largely on GSI estimates of the harvest composition during the
previous opening. While allozymes provided a good tool, newer genetic methods
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using microsatellites and SNP’s are expected to give improved resolution. For
instance, while only a few CWT recoveries are expected to be recovered among
fish sampled in a fishery, with high-resolution genetic stock identification, every
sampled fish could potentially provide information about its stock origin.
Otolith marking provides a simple means for marking many fish simultaneously.
However, the number of marks possible has limited the utility of otolith marking
on a broad scale. On the other hand, further developments in otolith identification
are expected to greatly expand the number of marks available and provide the
Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) with additional means of monitoring fishery
contribution rates for hatchery origin stocks. Because each of these techniques
has strengths and weaknesses, they need to be identified and evaluated against
each other to help managers make cost effective choices for their monitoring
programs.
The challenges that currently face the CWT system, e.g. low tag recovery rates,
show us that fishery management is clearly headed toward a new phase in mixed
stock fishery management and exploitation rate analysis. Consequently, we
developed an empirical study to assess how alternative marking methods such
as genetics and otolith marking compare with CWT information. For this
assessment, we originally planned to identify coho stocks where research was
likely to be successful because information from coho stocks with single age
maturation was likely to be available more quickly than Chinook stocks with
multiple year maturation. We expected research would likely be successful for
coho stocks that were currently CWT-ed, were recovered in fisheries in
significant numbers, were part of a genetic baseline so that stock composition
could be evaluated, and were part of an otolith program that either currently
existed or could be put into place. However, in the course of the study, we
concluded that Chinook were a more appropriate species, mainly because a
coordinated genetic baseline for coho stocks was not available.
Consequently, this report describes a research study on Chinook salmon stocks
to compare exploitation rate estimation methods. By using a scientifically sound
framework for comparing or combining these identification methods, the
international fisheries management team will better understand the advantages
and limitations of each, and this should encourage bilateral cooperation and
efficiency as well as foster Pacific salmon long-term sustainability. Although we
recommend Chinook as the focal species, this plan can also be used for coho
salmon.

STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this research were to:
1. Develop a research study that compares the performance of marking
methods used in fish management (e.g. coded wire tags (CWT), genetic
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information, otolith banding patterns, and passive integrated transponder
(PIT) tags).
2. Develop methods/tools to reduce identified limitations of otolith marking.
3. Develop a priority list of salmon species and stocks to evaluate.

METHODS
A significant salmon management challenge is to identify the stock origin and
rearing history of Chinook salmon harvested in state and international waters.
Currently a relatively small percentage of hatchery salmon bear coded wire tags
that are used to make such identifications. Genetics research is quickly
advancing and holds great promise for management because this mark is on
every fish. Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), further,
developed and is using a technique that induces thermal codes into the ear
bones or otoliths of embryonic salmonids by exposing embryos to deliberate
water temperature changes. These codes can be deciphered at any stage in the
life cycle, making it possible to ascertain the origin, age, and any rearing
treatment a hatchery fish may have experienced.
Develop a research study that compares marking methods
To develop the study, four meetings were held with key WDFW biologists,
managers, and scientists. Multiple discussions occurred between ourselves
(Ashbrook and Hoffmann) and various WDFW, federal, tribal, and university
members to discuss the best strategy to meet the objectives, the most appropriate
species and stocks, and the most reasonable fisheries to sample. During the
course of this research, the CWT Expert Panel was developed, convened, and
released findings and recommendations for improvement of the CWT system. This
was fortuitous as the findings and recommendations of the Panel were
subsequently considered for and incorporated into this study. We also worked with
the managing biologist for Washington State commercial and sport fisheries to
consider the logistics and budget for this study. These meetings and discussions
were used to assist us as we developed key criteria for choosing species and
stocks for the empirical study, outlined advantages and disadvantages of each
marking method, developed statistical evaluation methods, and developed a
budget for the proposed study.
Develop a priority list of salmon species and stocks to evaluate.
Considerations for developing the priority list included cost, political interest,
conservation need, the ability to mark animals, and the ability to recover marked
animals in fisheries, spawning ground surveys, and at hatcheries. For cost
efficiency, the first effort was to find stocks that already received CWTs, otolith
marks, and had a genetic profile. If that was not possible, we developed the
following criteria to prioritize species and stocks to evaluate:
1. Fish that will show up in the West Coast Vancouver Island (WCVI)
fishery and in a terminal fishery.
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2. Stocks that are currently CWT-ed and ideally are PSC CWT indicator
stock groups.
3. Stocks that can be identified using genetic methods and preferably are
part of a coordinated laboratory database.
4. Stocks that have an alternate form of wild stock escapement
estimation.
5. Stocks that can be genetically distinguished as hatchery or wild. For
cases where this goal cannot be met, we will rely on the otolith marks
to separate the hatchery and wild fish.
Advantages and disadvantages of each marking method
The marking methods we chose to compare are CWT, otolith, and genetic (DNA
microsatellite). The CWT is the current method used in the Pacific Northwest to
estimate exploitation rate for Chinook and coho stocks. This system has been in
place for about 30 years and has provided a tremendous service to salmon
management and conservation. However, the as the CWT Expert Panel Report
(2005) discusses, the CWT system cannot provide answers to all the questions
asked of it by fish management. With the interest in augmenting and replacing
the CWT system, there needs to be quality control to understand the real
impacts of augmentation and replacement, preferably before such decisions are
made. In our investigation, we examined the benefits and detriments of each
marking methods and developed a way to compare the performances of each to
each other.
A significant problem for any marking method for mixed stock fishery analysis is
that the identification of rare stocks in the fishery requires many samples. As a
result, the current use of CWTs, genetics, and otoliths only provides good
resolution for populations that are abundant in the fishery. A preliminary power
analysis done by Alaska Department of Fish and Game researchers showed that
to identify a mixed stock sample back to individual stock using genetic methods
requires that 4000-5000 samples per fishery be processed to ensure that rare
stocks are included. This work is in progress with a draft report expected in the
summer of 2006 (GAPS preliminary analysis). This number is far greater than
can reasonably be collected by sampling efforts during fisheries.

CWT
In 1990, Johnson identified the CWT system as the most widely used stock
identification technique on the west coast of North America for salmonid research
and management. This mark method has been revolutionary to Pacific Coast
salmon management because 1) it allows for fully integrated tagging, sampling,
and recovery operations along the entire west coast of North America; 2) it
provides resolution for stock-specific assessments; and 3) it is the only stock
identification technique for which a historical record (generally back to the mid
1970’s) of stock-specific assessments may be computed.
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As with many useful systems, the current demands of the CWT system exceed
its resolution capabilities. For example, only a portion of fish can be CWT-ed
because of the cost and in years where run sizes are small, , fewer CWT-ed fish
are recovered, and the result is decreased confidence intervals around
exploitation rates.
The figure below shows the general relationship between sample size, true
proportion in a population, and 95% confidence intervals between sample size
and the percent of fish marked. This relationship is based on an objective of
obtaining roughly 400 tags where 400 tags yields an absolute confidence interval
of ± 5% for a stock with a 50% mark rate (maximum binomial variance). Figure 1
shows that when the entire (100%) population is marked, then a smaller sample
size is possible. In most cases, about 5% of a hatchery population receives
CWTs and as a result there is a need to have a large sample size.

Sample Size

10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0.05

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fraction Marked

Figure 1. Sample size guidelines to produce 95% CIs that are at most +/- 5%
around a proportion at different levels of marking. (Figure provided courtesy of
Steve Schroder).

Genetic
Canada’s decision to use genetic methods for exploitation estimation is forward
thinking. The quick advancement of this field leads many geneticists we spoke
with to predict that in about ten years, genetic methods will be able to supply
answers to most fish management questions. Other genetic methods such as
SNPs are new techniques that will provide advantages such as quicker lab
processing time for less cost than microsatellite DNA.
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The current genetic method for mixed stock fishery analysis is microsatellite
DNA. This method requires coordination among genetic labs. The Pacific
Salmon Commission has clearly identified genetic baseline research as a priority
because it provides funding for Canada and the United States to develop a
coordinated Chinook salmon baseline. Genetic Analysis of Pacific Salmonids
(GAPS) database is the resulted of ten genetic labs coordinating genetic markers
and methods so that each lab arrives at the same conclusion. The purpose of
this database is for mixed stock fishery analysis and contains information from
1988 to the present day, with continued additions. The GAPS database assumes
temporal stability in allele frequencies, but this has not been tested. As a result,
to be conservative, it would be best to collect DNA from our selected hatchery
populations and other key populations, because this would increase the
probability of correctly assigning fish captured in mixed stock fisheries to the
appropriate stock. Two hundred samples for each key stock that we expect to
be captured in the mixed stock fishery would be best.
The greatest benefit of genetic marks is that 100% of the fish are marked. An
important drawback of genetic analysis for fish management is that genetic data
do not give age information or the escapement numbers that are needed to
estimate exploitation. Consequently, to cease CWT marking and move
completely to a genetic system would result in the loss of crucial escapement
data that WDFW and other states rely on to estimate population size. Further, to
do mixture analyses on mixed stock fishery harvests, a baseline that contains all
the stocks that contribute substantial numbers of fish to the fishery is required.

Otolith
As is the case for genetic marks, otolith marks can be placed on an entire hatchery
population. This marking method relies on changes in water temperature to place a
barcode on the developing otoliths and can easily be done for all fish produced at a
hatchery. The major disadvantage to otolith marks is that to use this tool for the
many specific stocks and ages, thousands of codes must be available. This
number of codes is possible if thermal marking methods are combined with
strontium marking procedures. Thermal codes are used to create the bar
codesThe addition of strontium increases the number of potential otolith marks
from 1000 to 1 million, making otoliths marks well qualified to be a mass mark for
hatchery populations of Chinook and coho.

Identify appropriate fisheries to collect data for comparing mark results
Appropriate fisheries are expected to include those that are already sampled for
CWTs and are large volume mixed stock fisheries that capture many populations
or smaller volume terminal fisheries that capture fewer populations. The West
Coast Vancouver Island Chinook Troll Fishery is a large volume fishery that
catches multiple stocks. The terminal fishery will vary with stock being evaluated.
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RESULTS
Methods to compare performance of marking methods
To compare the performance of marking methods used in fish management, we
will choose two mark methods we wish to evaluate and apply those to the
stock(s) of interest. For fish management, a mark needs to provide information
on the fate of adult fish. Possible fates include a fishery encounter or mortality,
natural mortality, and escapement (where escapement can be to a hatchery or a
spawning ground). We propose to compare the marking methods by
summarizing these different fates through exploitation rates.
Exploitation Rate Statistic
When using data collected from a single tracking method (e.g. CWT program) an
exploitation rate is calculated from essentially a few key pieces of information.
These are estimates of fishing mortality, estimates of natural mortality, and
estimates of escapement. For the purposes of this comparative exercise, the
simple exploitation rate (SER) is sufficient, is simpler to work with and makes it
easier to follow the concepts. The SER for a fishery is defined as the proportion
of tags recovered that were recovered in that fishery.

SER =

F
.
F + Esc

Equation 1

Simple exploitation rates differ from the more complete exploitation rate,
particularly for Chinook, in that they do not include natural mortalities and are not
calculated in adult equivalents.
Comparison Metric
One way to consider the benefits of one mark method versus another is to
compare the quality of information obtainable from the fishery and escapement
data. An ideal mark method would be one that is superior in providing both
fishery and escapement data (Table 1), provided that cost does not differ
between marks.
Table 1. Choice of mark method based on quality of information obtainable from
fisheries and escapement data.
Escapement
Fishery
Method X1 better than X 2 Method X 2 better than X 1
Method X 1 better than X 2
Method X 1
Depends on Comparison
Method X 2 better than X 1 Depends on Comparison
Method X 2
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In cases where one mark method has an advantage in delivering fishery mortality
information while the other mark method has an advantage in delivering
escapement information, it becomes necessary to compare the information
benefits versus the information costs between the two methods. A convenient
metric for comparison is the percent standard error (PSE) of the SER. With this
comparison we can create a simple graph (Figure 2) that provides an easily
understood comparison of the two marks being considered. The graph plots the
cost to benefit ratio of one mark relative to another against the SER. In this case
the cost is the extra PSE in escapement information and the benefit is the
savings in PSE in the fishery information. A curve of equal performance on this
plot divides the plane into sections. Points in either section indicate the preferred
method in terms of minimizing the PSE of the SER.
Derivation of PSE Comparison
This method of comparison is supported by the calculations shown below. The
calculations rely on the notation shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Notation for derived estimators.
Notation
X

Definition
Indicator for a specified tagging method (X = CWT, genetics,
otolith, PIT, etc.)
The number of fish caught in a fishery from group X ,
inclusive of direct and incidental mortalities.
The number of fish in the escapement from group X
The simple exploitation rate defined to the proportion of
recruits caught in a fishery
The statistical variance of quantity X
Percent standard error, i.e. the standard error of X divided
by the expected value of X.

FX
EscX
SER
Var(X)
PSE(X)

Using the first order Taylor series approximation for the variance:
Var (SER ) ≅ SER 2 (PSE 2 (F ) + PSE 2 (F + Esc ))
leads to the PSE approximation:
PSE (SER ) ≅

SER 2 (PSE 2 (F ) + PSE 2 (F + Esc ))
= PSE 2 (F ) + PSE 2 (F + Esc ) .
SER

Under the condition:

(

)

(

)

PSE SER X1 = PSE SER X 2 ,
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and the assumption that both methods lead to unbiased estimates of the SER,
i.e.

SER X1 = SER X 2 = SER ,
we have

( )

(

)

(

)

(

)

PSE 2 F X1 + PSE 2 F X 1 + Esc X 1 = PSE 2 F X 2 + PSE 2 F X 2 + Esc X 2 .

Equation 2

Under the assumption that estimates of fishery and escapement tag recovery are
independent we can rewrite PSE 2 (F X + Esc X ) as:
PSE (F + Esc
2

X

=

X

)=

(F

Var (F X ) + Var (Esc X )

(F

+ Esc X )

2

X

Var (F X )
X

⎛FX
= ⎜⎜ X
⎝F

+ Esc X )

2

+

Var (Esc X )

(F

X

+ Esc X )

2

⎞
⎛ Esc X ⎞ Var (Esc X )
Var (F X )
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
⎟
+
X ⎟
X
X 2
X
X 2
⎠ (F + Esc ) ⎝ Esc ⎠ (F + Esc )
2

2

= SER 2 PSE 2 (F X ) + [1 − SER ] PSE 2 (Esc X )
2

so that
PSE 2 (F X ) + PSE 2 (F X + Esc X ) =

[1 + SER ]PSE 2 (F X ) + [1 − SER ]2 PSE 2 (Esc X )

.

Equation 3

Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 2 yields:

[1 + SER ]PSE (F ) + [1 − SER] PSE (Esc ) =
[1 + SER ]PSE (F ) + [1 − SER] PSE (Esc ) ⇒
2

2

X1

2

2

2

2

X2

X1

2

X2

2

[1 + SER ] PSE (F ) + PSE (Esc ) = [1 + SER ] PSE (F ) + PSE (Esc ) ⇒
2

[1 − SER]

2

2

2

X1

2

X1

[1 − SER]

2

X2

2

X2

2
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1 escapement data
64Cost
4of4using
4
4X7
44444
8
PSE 2 Esc X 1 − PSE 2 Esc X 2
1 + SER 2 .
=
X2
X1
2
2
PSE
−4
PSE
[1 − SER ]2
1
44F442
44F43

(

)
( )

( ) [
( )

]

Equation 4

Benefit from X1 fisheries data

The numerator in Equation 4 represents the information cost in escapement
information by using Method X1 and the denominator represents the information
benefit from using the fishery data from Method X1. The relationship is shown in
Figure 2.

Comparison
of Methods
Limits on Relative
Cost

Cost to Benefit Ratio

2
1.8

[1 + SER ]
2

Method X2 has lower PSE

1.6

[1 − SER]2

1.4
1.2

Method X1 has lower PSE

1
0.8
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

ER

Figure 2. Cost to benefit chart comparing Method X1 and
Method X2. The cost to benefit ratio is the quantity calculated
in Equation 4.
Proposed Use
Using this means of comparing mark methods, we can populate the Figure 2
graph. This graph helps to organize thinking about mark methods on a broader
scale than individual experiments. For example, the existing PIT tag detection
infrastructure in the Columbia River may result in PIT tags being the preferred
mark method for this system whereas in Puget Sound, CWTs may emerge as the
preferred mark method. For example, if this is the case, we would expect to see
a graph that shows a congregation of Columbia River stocks in the PIT tag
preferred section and a congregation of Puget Sound stocks in the CWT
preferred section.
We propose to:
1. Canvass existing (historic) data for comparisons among stocks with
multiple tagging methods, calculate cost to benefit ratios comparing those
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tagging methods and plot those points on a figure similar to Figure 2. This
exercise will depend on our ability to make variance estimates for
escapement data. This exercise correlates well with goals of the CWT
implementation workgroup (a group designated to create specific
recommendations based on the first four Expert Panel recommendation).
2. Conduct research on selected stocks of interest with multiple tagging
methods to put more points on the plot from variety of geographic
locations.
3. Conduct simulation exercises to explore the possible comparisons given a
fixed cost.
4. Develop a comparative tool similar to the one above including biases.

Details and schedule for empirical research
To compare the suitability of the CWT with alternative marking methods, we
recommend choosing key stocks to mark and then sampling a variety of fisheries
where low, medium, and high numbers of these marked fish will be recovered.
We recommend the West Coast Vancouver Island Troll Fishery, because this
fishery intercepts a large number of populations. Currently, Canada, which relies
on genetic methods for stock contribution to fisheries, attempts to collect 500
DNA samples at this fishery. This effort reliably estimates populations that are
major contributors to the fishery, but does not reliably estimate populations that
are rare contributors. We also recommend two more terminal fisheries, which will
depend on the stock of interest, for example fisheries in Neah Bay or the
Columbia River. Exploitation estimates will be based on (a) CWT expansion, (b)
otolith expansion, and (c) DNA microsatellite analysis in conjunction with
spawning ground escapement estimates. Where possible, precision would be
calculated for all estimates for each stock.
The schedule for implementing the empirical study is shown below. Marks will be
administered for three years (2007, 2008, and 2009) for each stock for replication
and to evaluate year and class differences. Progress towards successful
completion will be monitored using the following elements:
1. Completion of otolith marking system installation
2. As needed, collection of baseline DNA
3. Tag application
4. Tags retrieved as fish return to large mixed stock and small terminal
fisheries, to the hatchery, and to spawning grounds
5. Results entered into a database
6. Results evaluated as described by Figure 2
7. Report written
The application of otolith marks and evaluation of otolith and genetic marks have
been done for many years and so analyses of those sources of data are unlikely
to encounter delays or problems. Unanticipated delays could occur if the
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strontium system was not ready for production. If relevant stocks are not part of a
genetic baseline, then problems with the genetic analysis can arise.
Marks will be processed and analyzed using standard techniques. Numbers of
fish marked and numbers of fish retrieved at the various locations (mixed stock
fishery, terminal fishery, hatchery, spawning ground) by mark type will be
produced. Ashbrook will coordinate the fieldwork and Hoffmann will oversee the
statistical modeling and analysis and both investigators will write the final report.
Coordination will occur with current mark and mark recovery efforts.
Schedule for empirical study
2007,2008, 2009
1. Evaluate DNA of returning adults. Collect 200 fish from each group.
2. All stocks are currently coded wire tagged
3. Otolith mark all hatchery progeny.
4. Submit an annual progress report to the Southern Panel.
2010,2011,2012,2013,2014
1. Sample commercial and sport fisheries to obtain CWT, DNA and otolith data.
4. Evaluate DNA compared to data collected in step #1 and coordinated genetic baseline.
5. Compare stock proportions using otolith, DNA, and CWT data.
6. Determine the proportionality constant that connects CWT and DNA data for naturally
spawning fish.
7. Evaluate the reliability of the genetic results against the otolith and CWT data.
8. Submit an annual progress report the Southern Panel.
2015
1.
2.
3.
4.

Combine results for all three years, using an ANOVA to evaluate among year variation.
Submit an annual progress report the Southern Panel.
Present empirical study results at an international fisheries conference.
Publish results of empirical study in a peer-reviewed journal.

Project budget
The budget breaks down the project by the work done by sections that include
historic data analysis and variance estimation, proposed new marking method,
and tasks to make new marking methods more useful for fish management.
Please note that costs are reduced because the stocks we propose are already
CWT-ed and because the fishery sampling efforts will be coordinated with the
current sampling program. The Chinook Technical Committee is currently funding
the collection of DNA during mixed stock fisheries in Washington State so
provided this funding continues, would only need funds to analyze them at the
lab. As genetic tissue or fin samples are collected, otolith samples may be
collected from the same fish. Together, these efforts significantly reduce the cost
of the project.
Historic data analysis and estimation of variance
6 months research scientist
6 months technican
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2 months biometrician
Total Salary and benefits =$80,468
Miscellaneous costs =$3450
Indirect (28.79%) =$24,160
Total=$92,096
Genetic empiric study
6 months research scientist
6 months biologist
6 months technican
1 months biometrician
Total Salary and benefits =$97,294
Sample processing ($50/sample) and miscellaneous costs =$83,250
Indirect (28.79%) =$51,979
Total=$211,794

Genetic --collect baseline samples at hatchery
1 month technican
Total Salary and benefits =$9808
Miscellaneous costs =$250
Sample processing (200 samples for 2 years)=$16,800
Indirect (28.79%) =$7732
Total=$34,340
Otolith empiric study
Below is a rough estimate of the cost for the first year of the study. This cost
would be reduced by about $45,000 in subsequent years because once the
thermal marking system is installed at the hatchery, it can be used for about 10
years.
6 months research scientist
12 months biologist
6 months technican
1 months biometrician
Total Salary and benefits =$126,718
Install thermal marking system at hatchery=$45,000
Sample processing ($12/sample) and miscellaneous costs =$26,250
Indirect (28.79%) =$56,995
Total=$227,886
Otolith strontium trial
Below is a coarse estimate of what it will cost for us to develop, operate, and
evaluate a portable strontium marking device that could be used in hatcheries.
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6 months technican
Total Salary and benefits =$29424
Product development and miscellaneous costs=$27,750
Indirect (28.79%) = $16,460
Total=$67,286

Methods/tools to reduce limitations of otolith marking
We request support to develop a prototype strontium delivery system that could
be used in any salmonid hatchery to increase the number of available otolith
marks from about 1000 to nearly one million. This system would recirculate
strontium marking waters past alevins and it would be designed to purify the
marking waters so they could be used again and again to mark additional
batches of hatchery fish.
In the WDFW response to the Expert Panel we identified a solution to one of the
significant shortcomings they felt was associated with thermal marking—the
potential lack of available codes. Earlier work that we had performed indicated
that exposure to solutions containing stable strontium chloride would place visible
bands of strontium in the matrix of developing otoliths and other calcified tissues.
The number of potential codes available would be increased to over 800,000 if
we combined strontium and thermal marking events to produce codes.
In our early strontium marking experiments we simply held the fish in buckets
containing 1000 to 9000 ppm solutions of strontium chloride for varying periods
of time. Depending upon the concentration of the marking waters being used,
clear marks can be produced after 1 to 4 hrs of exposure. In production
hatcheries it is neither practical nor biologically prudent to place alevins in
buckets or containers holding marking solutions. Instead, a solution stream
should be delivered to the fish while they are being held in standard incubation
devices (e.g. Heath style incubator trays, deep and shallow troughs etc.).
What we propose to do is design, build, test, and evaluate a portable device that
could be used in production hatcheries to deliver strontium-marking waters to
incubating alevins. Conceptually the device would work as follows: First, normal
incubation water would be shut off, at the same time the strontium marking
waters would be delivered into a Heath stack or other incubation device. The
marking waters would be retrieved, pumped back into a reservoir. It would pass
through two filters (30 micron and 3 micron) to capture any suspended organic
material) and it would also pass through a UV filter to kill any pathogens. After
going through this process it would be reintroduced into the incubation chamber.
In this manner, 50 to 100 gallons of marking solution could be used to mark
millions of salmon. Modified aquarium testing kits would be used to ensure that
Sr levels in the bath were maintained at an appropriate level. Additional
crystalline strontium chloride hexahydrate would be added when levels fell below
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a specified limit (~1500 ppm). Marking waters can be disposed of by taking them
to a local sewage treatment plant.
We envision a device that would possess a pump, a UV filter, micron filters, a
reservoir, flex hose (for delivery and recapture of waters), and a water re-capture
basin, all placed on wheels so that it could be easily moved throughout a
hatchery. Our goal here is to build such a device, test it, and see how practical
such an approach might be.
Priority list of salmon species and stocks to evaluate
As discussed in the methods, from an economic view, a stock that already
receives CWTs, otolith marks, and has a genetic profile was ideal. Although
Washington State has the largest hatchery system in the world, we could find no
stock of Chinook or coho that fulfilled all these criteria.
Initially, we planned to develop this proposal for coho. As we developed the study
design, it became clear that Chinook, in spite of their more complex life history,
are the most appropriate species. Chinook that are captured in large mixed stock
fisheries such as the West Coast Vancouver Island Troll and in more terminal
fisheries can be identified by population using DNA microsatellite analysis that is
coordinated between the US and Canadian genetics labs. This genetic
coordination is not yet in place for coho salmon and furthermore, many coho
populations have not been analyzed. Because coho for the most part return to
their home stream after being in the ocean for one year, coho genetics are not as
interwoven as are Chinook genetics because Chinook return after being at sea
from one to five years and their genetics overlap. As a result, DNA sampling for
coho salmon would need to occur every year that juveniles in this study were
released. Further, Chinook hold greater economic and political value than coho.
There is greater conservation concern for Chinook because more of their stocks
are listed under the Endangered Species Act. Regardless, of species, this study
design can be easily adjusted to accommodate Chinook or coho, provided the
genetic baseline is present.
Table 3 shows the Chinook stocks (in alphabetical order) that seem the most
suitable based on the selection criteria. All stocks are currently CWT-ed and
return to spawn in the fall. When possible we further state whether they are
considered integrated or segregated by their hatchery program. The Priest
Rapids Hatchery/ Hanford wild stock could also be evaluated for the value of PIT
tags relative to the other marks.
Table 3. Chinook stocks and their qualifying criteria for an empirical study to compare mark
methods.

Stock

GAPS
baseline

Otolith
mark

Recovered in
WCVI and
terminal
fisheries

Hatchery
Program
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George Adams
Hoodsport
Lower Fraser River
Samish
Soos Creek
Priest Rapids Hatchery
and Hanford Wild

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Integrated
Segregated
Unknown
Segregated
Integrated
Integrated

DISCUSSION
As a result of this project we now have a study design that compares marking
methods and moreover incorporates the recommendations of CWT Expert Panel.
Ideally, the mark chosen for a particular stock will be based on the information it
provides as well as cost efficiency. Therefore, recommended additional steps
include developing methods to estimate the bias for each stock for each mark
method and comparing the mark method costs. Adjusting the comparison tool to
incorporate bias is important because on mark method may be biased and
precise while the other method may be unbiased but imprecise and a simple
comparison like that developed on precision alone would be incomplete. To
address cost, we recommend using the comparison graph to plot what is
possible for two marks for the same cost. To do this for each tagging method,
researchers would minimize the PSE of the SER by dividing the total cost of the
mark into fishery and escapement sampling efforts given some cost. This may be
a different division for each method. Then, using those uncertainties in the
formulas, the points can be plotted and this will enable a comparison of two
methods.
The comparison method can be used to assess other and newly developed
marking methods. For example, in the Columbia River, much money has been put
into PIT detection and because this infrastructure is already in place, the decision
to use PIT tags as a way to mark Columbia River stocks may receive a much
higher rating than a method such as the CWT.
In this report, we discuss otolith mark limitations and suggest a solution. We are
aware that genetic mark limitations also exist but unsure about appropriate
solutions. For example, if genetic marks are used exclusively, for hatcheries that
use the same stocks, a separation of exploitation cannot be made for individual
hatcheries. For example, in the Puget Sound, several hatchery fall Chinook
stocks originated from the Green River and so these stocks may not be
distinguishable. Further, in integrated hatchery programs hatchery and wild fish
genetics are managed to be the same. For these systems, without full parental
genotyping, genetic mark methods cannot be expected to differentiate hatchery
and wild numbers. As genetic technology continues to advance the baseline
improves, these limitations may be erased.
This project relates to purposes of Southern Fund and implementation of the
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Pacific Salmon Treaty because the CWT program is essential to management
models. Verification of the CWT system is needed and the new technologies of
genetics and otolith marking need to be compared with the system currently in
place. This project benefits international, federal, tribal and state harvest
managers and their clients because it provides a way to illuminate the
advantages and trade-offs for each mark method. The next steps for this project
include seeking feedback from the international CWT workgroup. We will also
requesting funding from appropriate sources, such as the Southern Fund and the
Chinook Technical Committee.
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Appendix 1: FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The proposed budget for this project was $15,941, to be used toward salary for
Ashbrook. All PSC funds were used as planned in the budget, with no variance.
Salary time for Hoffmann and other participants and office space and materials
were provided by WDFW.
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